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Having a piece of metal screw inside your gums or a metal sheet on top of your tooth is actually
nothing new. The human body has tons of metals like iron and copper moving from organ to organ.
This is why some dentists do not see why metals in dental implants or veneers should be any
different.

Given the fact that teeth and gums are delicate parts of the mouth, an extreme amount of force can
easily affect their integrity. Take fractured teeth for example; they hurt real badly when you bite your
teeth as hard as you can. To prevent them from breaking, dentists fortify the teeth using metals in
some dental procedures. Here is a look at some of the metals cosmetic dentists often use.

Gold: This shiny metal comes up very often in jewelry and other precious items. In cosmetic
dentistry, gold is used as artificial teeth replacements or veneers to reinforce the teeth. Gold is very
durable, resistant to corrosion, and (not to mention) pretty to look at.

Unlike some metals, gold is too soft to provide any significant reinforcement, which is why the gold
you know may not be as pure as it looks. Gold is commonly mixed with other metals like copper or
palladium to harden the soft metal. However, cosmetic dentists also use pure gold, called mat gold,
as dental fillings in some cases.

Titanium: This metal has a reputation for being one of the toughest metals known to man. Like gold,
the titanium used in dental procedures done by a cosmetic dentist in Atlanta is also mixed with other
metals to further strengthen it. Dental titanium is usually an alloy of titanium, aluminum, and
vanadium, as Ti-6Al-4V. This means that this alloy, common in dental implant roots, has 6 percent
aluminum and 4 percent vanadium.

In the 1950s, a Swedish professor discovered how bone cells respond to titanium. Since then,
organizations like the American Dental Association have grown to understand the role of metals in
both general and cosmetic dentistry. A cosmetic dentist Atlanta has can offer you different sizes of
titanium roots, depending on the size of the tooth you need to replace.

Because of their durability, metals are a valuable resource for any cosmetic dentist Atlanta GA
residents visit. Visit your dentist for more information on other metals he uses in cosmetic dentistry
operations. You can also check various online resources like animated-teeth.com/dental_crowns/t-
dental-crown-gold.htm to understand how metals play a role in dentistry.
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